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I. INTRODUCTION

It was not so long ago that environmental protection was solely
regardedas a domestic matter and in this context of little importance in
the managementand regulation of international trade. Over past thirty
years, however, environmental degradation has become an overriding
global concern and the World Trade Organization (WTO) is increasingly
finding itself facing issues of environmental protectionism. Both defensive and offensive environmental measures,induced by varying levels of
environmental standardsheld by individual states,have been adoptedto
correct current and potential environmental damage. In turn, domestic
environmental legislation frequently translatesinto the imposition of new
standardson the trade of certain goods deemed to be environmentally
harmful, exacerbating trade barriers against foreign producers and
restricting accessto domestic markets.Trade legislation, according to the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and the Marrakesh
Declaration, do regulate how far a country can go with such trade related
environmental measures(TREMs); however, there are still areasregarding TREMs that have led to much uncertainty and conflict. A popular
example of the type of disagreement that is often brought to the
GATT/WTO dispute panel is given by the 1990 Tuna/Dolphin trade dispute, whereby the United Statesenacteda unilateral substandardenvironmental measure against Mexican tui1a imports. This is one of many
instanceswhere restrictions on international trade for environmental purposeshave emergedin the form of trade-relatedenvironmental measures,
posing a major obstacleto the GATT/WTO and the global trading system.
This paper explores the inherent economic and political connections
between trade and the environment, and addressesthe emerging conflict
betweenglobal integration of international trade regulations and the predominantly autonomouscharacterof environmental policy.
II. TRADE AND 'mE ENVIRONMENT

Essentialcomponentsof the earth include water, air, food, energy,and
mineral nunients, all of which supply the biophysical preconditions
humans,animals and plants require for a sustainableexistence.! Without
functioning ecosystems. which provide these preconditions, neither
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renewable resources nor "ecological services" can be granted.2 For
instance,if acidic rain is falling into an ecologically sustainablelake, there
is the potential for this to have negative effects on the surrounding vegetation and animal life. This in turn hinders the ecosystem's ability to
replenish itself and diminishes the renewable resourcesneeded for ecological goods and services.
Evidence of degradationand resourcedepletion of ecological systems
has peaked in recent years. With this in mind, it is within a country's best
interest to develop protectionist measureswhere such measuresare necessaryto preservelife-sustaining factors within its borders.Here, the link~e betweenecological protection and international trade becomesapparent, bringing both environmentalists and economiststo the fore&6t\t ~f a
single issue. Between these two perspectives,an argument arises out of
the comparative advantagetheory of international trade. The economist
argues that trade liberalization and economic development promote
increasedenvironmental standardsby creating a high standard of living
that is accompaniedby a rising demandfor a cleanerenvironment? Thus
by raising national incomes, increasedtrade raisesthe bar on environmental standards. Environmentalists often challenge this theory, arguing that
it is the direct eft'ectof trade and economic practicesthat have led to the
pollution and degradationof the global commons.
This debate between the environment and global trade has brought
into focus three main types of diverging issueswhich neither the environmentalists nor the economistscan agree upon. Issuesdealing with i) the
product, ii) the production and processingmethods (PPMs) that are used,
and iii) state sovereignty versus globalism all remain at the helm of the
environment-tradedebate.4
First it is important to examine both the trade theorist's and environmental perspectives'responseto the "product." For trade theorists, the
quality and availability of the product itself is of utmost concern.
Assuming that all production plans are efficient, the processesusedto create these products and how they are disposedof constitutes little importance to the trade theorist.5 On the other hand. an environmentalist often
seesthe product as only one variable in the midst of many that contribute
to the transformation of raw material to waste.
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A second diversion between environment and trade is the issue of
production and processing methods (pPMs).6 According to GATr
Articles I and III, there should be no discrimination against the PPMs of
products between GATr/WTO members,and PPMs should be regarded
as the same for each member: Unfortunately, these regulations deliberately ignore that each country has its own PPMs and that some countries
do, and will, disregard environmental effects causedby their PPMs.
The third point illustrates the importance of the nation-statein relation to trade.8 Borders must exist for international trade to take place,
relaying products back and forth between jurisdictions. Trade may
acknowledge these boundaries; however, the environment does not. The

degl'adation
and depletionof the world'~@co~y~tems
CEnot oc divided,
nor can a country meaningfully protect its own jurisdiction while ignoring environmentally disastrouspractices outside its borders. Eventually
the waste and the pollution seep into one country from another, infecting
the global commons.
These diverging points between trade and environmental policies
have become more heated in recent years, requiring the assistanceof
international mediatorsto regulatethe effects that someTREMs have had
on trade. Existing regulations regarding international trade outlined by the
GATr/WTO in Articles I and III, as well as in Article XX, offer somereasonablelimitations to TREMs. As well, the Manakesh Decision has shed
some light on more direct provisions regarding environmental-traderegulation. It is imperative to examine thesetrade-relatedprinciples and their
potential for protecting the environment.
Ill. TRADE RELATED PRINCIPLES REGARDING THE ENVIRONMENT
1. General

Agreements

on Tariffs and Trade

The GATf/WTO
was established in 1948 to provide a transparent
world-wide framework within which trade could take place.9 The central
aim of the GATf was to liberalize trade between countries. Article I, the
Most-favored-Nation
clause (MFN), requires that any trade advantage
given by one party to any product either for import or export must also be
applied to any "like product" originating in or going to any other party. 10
Article III (national treatment) stipulates that imported and domestic "like
products" be treated identically with respect to internal taxes and regulations.11 It is therefore a requirement that GATf/WTO
members do not
7 World Trade Otganization. Text a/the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1947. Online
document. Available: <http://~wW.Mo.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/gatt47 >
8 Verbruggen and Kuik. 268.

9 DanielEsty. Greenillgthe GAn (Washington:Iffitilute for International f.(onomics, 1994),
245.
I 0 Ibid.
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discriminate between other GATT/WTO members' traded products nor
their PPMs.
One exception to the general principles of the GATT/WTO regarding
environmental protection is Article XX.12. This Article permits specific
exemptions that allow unilateral trade restrictions as long as such "measures are not applied in a manner which would constitute a meansof arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between countries where the same
conditions prevail or a disguised restriction on international trade.' 13
Included in Article XX are the "environmental" sub-articles (b) and (g).
Article XX (b) statesthat protectionist measuresare permissible as long
as they can be justified as "necessaryto protect human, animal, plant life
or health," while Article XX (g) outlines the acceptablereasonsthat a
party may enact a measure. These are reasons"relating to the conservation of exhaustible resourcesif such measuresare made effective in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consumption".14
According to theseprovisions, countries can ban or restrict the import of
products that will hann their own environments,as long as the standards
applied do not come into conflict with the MFN clause.
During the time of the Uruguay Round negotiations, a meeting that
focused directly on the issue of the environment and b'3de was also in
progress.Finaliud as the ManoakeshDecision, talks concllKied that there
would be more focus on "identifying the relationship betweentrade measures and environmental measures,in order to promote sustainabledevelOpment".15
2. The Marrakesh Deci.vion
Outlined in the ManoakeshDecision was the Technical Barrier to
Trade (TBT) Agreement. With this, it was decided upon that "a country
should not be prevented from taking measuresto protect all sorts of life
and environment within its territory at levels it considersappropriate".16
Becauseof the temptation for statesto impose unneeded"environmental"
regulations in place of standardtariffs and import restrictions, provisions
were included in the TBT agreementthat enabledthe GATT/WTO to act
as a formal watchdog over potentially self-serving or abusive actions
under the clause. It was made imperative that the GATT/WTO be ootiIIIbii.. 246.
12 Michael Trebikock. RegrJation of InternutJom/ Trrx/e 2ndEd. (New York: R0t4ledge Pless.
1999). 397.
13 WOOdTnMIe0rgInilJIti0n. Terr of dW!~.41»1TDri6 ~
TraJ.: /947. ~
tb:ument. Available: hllD://www.wIo.~ish/tb:s~ _r1!8t47

14Ibid.
15WorldTnMIeOrpnizatioo. "The ManakcshDecision00 TnMIeandEnvinxwnent.
.. ~
~:
~
SnJies 4 (GaIeva:wro ~
1999).72.
16 Ibid.. 79-80.
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fied of a country's intentions when imposing trade-related measures;in
turn, the GATT/WTO could publicly addressthese intentions and allow
trading partners to voice their opinions and possible opposition to the
TREMs being proposed.l?
These provisions, intended to hannonize the apparent dichotomy
between the environment and trade liberalization, were targeted towards
national governments' need to respond to domestic pressuresto protect
against environmental hann on internal markets from the outside world.
As leversto promote national environmental protection, they are not without their flaws and inherent inconsistencies. Both the environment and
trade are linked by transboundaryties. And while the global commons
has no borders, international trade regimes are quickly trying to erasethe
boundariesthat do exist. As of yet, however, the WTO is merely allowing any country to absolve itself of GATT/WTO rules and disciplines
where circumstancesdictate that exemption is necessaryfor the country
to unilaterally protect its own domestic environment. There has been little progressin the way of universal standardsor cooperative measuresfor
environmental protection. However, countries have a vested interest in
shared resourcesand in the sustainability of resourcesof global importance. The implication of the lack of legal fortification of such commonality is further reliance upon trade-relatedenvironmental measures.Many
external protectionist methods, such as unilateral trade measures,have
been imposed and challenged before the WTO.
It is useful at this point to describethe practical importanceofTREMs
to a greater extent by providing an in depth definition and typology of
such measures. In addition, a brief explanation of the TunaIDolphin Case
will be presented,exemplifying the complications TREMs have posed
upon the international trading system and GATT/WTO.
IV:

TRADE RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL MEASURES

An environmental measureis generally instigatedfor the sole purpose
of protecting the environment or preventing danger to human, animal or
plant life. The trade componentcomes under considerationwhen an environmental measureis erectedto either restrict or limit the import or export
of products that may be environmentally harmful to the domestic market
or have been produced in such a way that they have posed a threat to the
environment and ecology. In analyzing TREMs, it is useful to distinguish
betweenseveraltypes of action available to eachsignatory memberof the
GATf/WTO, which can be taken either from a defensive stanceor an
offensive ooint of view.
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I. Defensive TREMs
Defensive measuresare enforced when a country wants to "ward off
external threats of environmental hann within its own borders".18Such
measuresare not typically employed for the purposeof raising a country's
trade barriers. although when an exporter seeshis/her products being discriminated against in the form of higher standardswithin a JX}tentialmarket, bade disputesmay erupt.19Nevertheless,thesetypes of measuresare
widely respectedand are deemedacceptablein the context of international trade.
2. Offensive TREMs
Offensive measures,on the other hand, have beenemployed by countries to addressenvironmental concerns outside their own territory in an
attempt to raiseenvironmental practicesand standardsabroad. In contrast
to defensive measures,offensive TREMs have causeda number of heated trade disputes in the past few decadesdue to their pervasive impact on
trade. Environmental requirements of an offensive TREM can act as a
barrier to trade in the form of standards,eco-labeling arKi unilateral measures}O These requirementshave sent ripples throughout the international
trading community with many exporters crying protectionism.
i) Standards:In recentyears, environmentalstandardsand regulations
imposed on traded prodocts have emerged in various sectors. When
adhering to standards,an exJX}rteris required to provide tests arKi scientific data to a country proving that his/her product is environmentally
soundarKiconforms to the environmental guidelines in that market When
an exJX}rterdoes not meet the level of environmental standardsset by the
imJX}rtingcountry, the product is not allowed to enter, faJling victim to a
"sub-standardban"}'
ii) £Co-Labeling: This procedure is designed for products that are
permitted to be sold in a foreign market. however the exJX}rtermust indicate on the packaging of the product information about the possibleenvironmental harms that could have occurred during the production
process}2These labels are meant to appeasetroubled environmental concernsand allow domestic consumersto choosethe products they consume
accordingly.
iii) Unilateral Measures: A TREM aimed at protecting global envir~mental interestsenactedby a single statequalifies as a unilateral meas-
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ure. With one state imposing restrictions abroad, the issueof state sovereignty comes to the fore, promising much international friction and controversy. Moreover, counbies are often accusedof discriminating against
products basedon their PPMs, which may be consideredto be below the
standardsof the importing country. Where the product itself doesnot pose
a threat to the environment, the importing country must take issuewith the
standardsmaintained during production or shipment within the bordersof
the exporting country. Here domestically agreed upon environmental
standards forcibly become international in scope, giving rise to heated
political debate. With this in mind, it ~ beensuggestedthat trade measureswith an extra-territorial impact should not be allowed.23According to
Principle 12 of the Rio Declaration, "unilateraJactions to deal with environmental challenges outside the jurisdiction of the importing country
should be avoided."24
Principle 12 seemsamenable to sound trade policy when viewing a
unilateral measurefrom a purely practical standpoint. However, with the
safeguardsof the TBT Agreement in place, the standardsevoked by unilateral import restrictions should not be abusedfor protectionist purposes
without receiving publicized attention and scrutiny from the country's
trading partners.That is, such measuresshould be adequately reviewed
under the Agreement and determined to be non-discriminatory in nature
before they are actively pursued. Conflict arises, however, when legitimate claims are made by the importing country that unacceptablenational environmental effects have resulted from the PPMs in the exporting
country, but where the uniquenessof the claim preventsa decisive ruling
on whether the MFN clause is upheld from being reached.The complications described here represent the basic source of conflict behind the
Tuna/Dolphin trade dispute.
V: TUNA/DoLPHIN
CASE
In August 1990,the United Statesbannedall imports of Mexican tuna
becauseMexico had not taken stepsto redocethe number of easterntropical Pacific dolphins killed as a result of tuna fishing practiced}S The
U.S. enacted the ban by invoking the Marine Mammal Protection Act
(MMPA), a trnde-related measureimplemented at the unilateral level to
impose domestic standardsat an international level}6 When the MMPA
was invoked in August of 1990, an embargo was simultaneously placed
on Mexico, Venezuela,Vanuatu,Panama.and Ecuador. In October of that
ear the em
0 was removed from all countries exce Mexico}7
23 Cameron,61-62.
24~
fo/ke andNystrom. 120-121.
25 SevaJySen.~nvinKImerIIaJEtreclSofT,.
in the FisheriesSector." 11¥EI1Vi~oI
EffectsofTrl~" (Paris:Otganizationfor EconomicCo-cperaIionand Development,1994),119.
26JbM1.
271md.
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The MMPA's main purpose is to reduce the "incidental kill and serious injury of marine mammals in the course of commercial fishing."28
The particular complaint lodged by the US concernedthe useof the purseseine nets. which frequently b"appedand killed dolphins along with the
targeted fish, and the ban was to be imposed until less offensive fishing
practices were adopted. The MMPA is national legislation, imposed by
the United Statesalone, and therefore numbersof marine animals injured
and the standardsviolated by the exporting country are drawn up according to what the United States sees as excessive.29 Under the Act, the
United Statesdictates that:
i) the government of the harvesting country must have a
program regulating the taking of marine mammals comparable
to the US;30and
ii) the averagerate of incidental taking of marine mammals
by vesselsof the harvesting nation is comparableto that of US
standards31
With these rules set in place, the averagerate of dolphins killed per year
by Mexican vesselscould not exceed 1.25 times the rate in the US.32
Besides invoking the MMPA and applying American standards,the
US usedother offensive TREMs to reduceMexican tuna imports, such as
eco-labeling requirements. Now any tuna product imported from Mexico
would have to identify the possible environmental dangers which may
have occurred from the country's PPMs.33 In short, the U.S. ban on
Mexican Tuna was a unilateral substandardTREM against Mexican tuna
production methods.
In 1991, Mexico approached the GATT/WTO dispute settlement
panel, arguing that its right to sell tuna in the US had been violated.
Mexico claimed that American measureswent against both GATT/WTO
Article Xl (the ban against quantitative restrictions) and Article XlII (ban
against discriminatory measures connected to specific geographical
regions).34 They also claimed that the eco-labeling was discriminatory
and in opposition to Articles I and lX.35 The US respondedby citing
Article III, stating that its "treabnent of imported goods to be no less
favorable than the treatmentof similar domestic products.")6 As welt. the
US has claimed that "even if the measurescould be consideredto be in
28 World TnkIe Organi:mtion, 83.
29 Ibid.
30 Ibid, 83-84.
31 IbKI.
32 Ibid. 84.
33 e...y, 134.

34 Wcxid Trade ~imtion.
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opposition of Article III, then they could be defended by Article XX (b)
and (g),"37 arguing that such measuresare both necessaryfor conservation purposesand in line with restrictions on domestic production requirements.
In September 1991, the GAlT dispute panel carne back with a verdict. It ruled againstthe American measures,stating that they did not conform to the non-discriminatory principles of Articles III and XI. The
panel statedthat measuresmust be connectedto the product in order to be
in agreement with the GAlT/WTO charter. The problem with the
American measureswas that they were in fact related directly to production methods,and not the product itself.38Other issuesthe panel ruled on
were:
the US kill-ratio standardwas inappropriate becauseit was retroactively
determined basedon the number of dolphins killed by American fisherman in any given year, and therefore the objectivity of the standardset is
uncertain;39
the ban could not be justified under the GAlT/WTO Article XX (b) for
actions necessaryto protect human or animal life or Article XX (g) for the
conservation of exhaustible natural resourcesdue to the high population
of dolphins in the area; therefore these exceptions could not be applied
unilaterally or extraterritorially.4o
The U.S. contendsthat the ban on tuna has in fact reduceddolphin deaths,
the rate falling from 133,000in 1986 to 3600 in 1993.41 It is estimated
that eachyear 100,000dolphins were savedat Mexico's expenseof $118
million, each dolphin costing Mexico approximately $118.42 In the
spring of 1992,the USA and Mexico begannegotiating an agreementfor
a five-year moratorium on the use of the purse-seinenets; as well, an
agreementon eco-labeling satisfying both parties was reached.
VI: CONCLUSION
Environmental restrictions on international trade in the form of
TREMs have become a major point of conflict for the international trading community, particularly among members of the GATT/WTO. The
environment and trade have always been interdependent;however, with
an increasingawarenessof the current rate of ecological degradationand
resourcedepletion, environmental measureshave beentaken to limit trade
practicesthat either directly contribute to environmental loss domestical-

37 Esty,49.
38 Trebilcock, 407.
39 Esty. 268-269.
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ly or encourage degradation elsewhere. Through the GATT and
Marrakesh Decision, minor attemptshave been made by the trading community to link trade policies to the regulation and managementof environmental standards. TREMs have been acknowledged as potentially
useful tools for governments to maintain national environmental standards, although a clear definition of how and when such measuresare
appropriate has yet to be adopted by the GATT/WTO. Becauseof the
lack of clarity on the issue,many counbies continue to impose offensive
TREMs, attempting to regulate external standardsin concordance with
their own. These unilateral TREMs are rarely viewed as legitimate by all
parties concernedand international environmental regulators,such as the
GATT/WTO dispute panel, have beensummonedto placetheir rulings on
various trade-environment disputes. A popular dispute involving unilateral TREMs discussedin this paper is the United Statesban on Mexican
tuna imports which condemnedMexican fishing practicesin Mexican and
international waters. Here, the GATT/WTO dispute panel ruled in favor
of Mexico and denounced the US's discriminatory measures.
Unfortunately, this was the extent of its ruling. The GATT/WTO did not
pursuea universal standardon this issueor take stepstowards the creation
ofan environmentally friendly trade charter,nor have acceptableTREMs
been more adequatelydefined to reducethe number of disputesthat arise
in the future.
With the further depletion of the global commons, disappearanceof
natural resourcesand degradation of living standards,the intensification
environmental concerns and the corresponding national policy agendas
will continue to rock the stability of the international trading system.
Trade may be central to the international economic system; however the
sustainability of this system is highly dependentupon a healthy and prosperous gloOOlcommons. If this ceasesto exist, the resourcesneededto
supplement the continuance of trade will no longer be available. It is
therefore imperative for the international trading community to work
towards a common environmental standard,a standardthat outlines definitive policy objectives and distinguishes between "protectionist" and
"progressive" stateaction.
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